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Quantification of Collagen Organization in the Peripheral Human Cornea
at Micron-Scale Resolution
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ABSTRACT The collagen microstructure of the peripheral cornea is important in stabilizing corneal curvature and refractive

status. However, the manner in which the predominantly orthogonal collagen fibrils of the central cornea integrate with the

circumferential limbal collagen is unknown. We used microfocus wide-angle x-ray scattering to quantify the relative proportion

and orientation of collagen fibrils over the human corneolimbal interface at intervals of 50 mm. Orthogonal fibrils changed direc-

tion 1–1.5 mm before the limbus to integrate with the circumferential limbal fibrils. Outside the central 6 mm, additional prefer-

entially aligned collagen was found to reinforce the cornea and limbus. The manner of integration and degree of reinforcement

varied significantly depending on the direction along which the limbus was approached. We also employed small-angle x-ray

scattering to measure the average collagen fibril diameter from central cornea to limbus at 0.5 mm intervals. Fibril diameter

was constant across the central 6 mm. More peripherally, fibril diameter increased, indicative of a merging of corneal and scleral

collagen. The point of increase varied with direction, consistent with a scheme in which the oblique corneal periphery is

reinforced by chords of scleral collagen. The results have implications for the cornea’s biomechanical response to ocular

surgeries involving peripheral incision.

INTRODUCTION

The cornea is unique among connective tissues in

combining high mechanical strength with >90% transpar-

ency to visible light. This is made possible by the highly

specialized organization of the corneal stroma, consisting

primarily of collagen fibrils embedded in a hydrated extra-

fibrillar matrix (1). Transparency is achieved through the

small, uniform diameter of fibrils and their high level of

lateral order; whereas mechanical strength is provided by

their gross arrangement within multiple lamellae that lie

approximately parallel to the tissue surface (2). As the

primary refractive component (3), the human cornea

demands precise curvature, being almost spherical near

the visual axis but flattening toward the limbus, the transi-

tion region between the cornea and less curved sclera.

Although the basis of this contour is not well understood,

corneal shape is likely influenced by differences in the

specific size and arrangement of collagen fibrils between

tissue regions (4). Determining how stromal collagen orga-

nization defines corneal shape is a key to understanding the

biomechanical basis of refractive changes in response to

disease and surgery.

X-ray scattering can quantitatively determine the bulk-

thickness orientation (5) and diameter (6) of corneal fibrils,

and has indicated a preferential orientation of collagen in the

central human cornea, in which fibrils are distributed around

the inferior-superior (i-s) and nasal-temporal (n-t) orthog-

onal meridians (7,8). In contrast, at the limbus the dominant

fibril orientation is reported to be tangential, indicative of

a pseudoannulus of collagen circumscribing the cornea

(9). Recently, studies using serial limbal sections revealed

that the bulk of the tangential x-ray scatter is restricted to

the posterior stroma (10). At least a portion of this scatter

is likely to be associated with Schwalbe’s ring, a collagen

annulus in the posterior stroma between the termination of

Descemet’s membrane and the trabecular meshwork (11).

In addition, increased collagen scatter in the oblique corneal

periphery (Fig. 1) has been attributed to the possible pres-

ence of additional anchoring lamellae of envisaged scleral

origin (12,13). The idea of the scleral and corneal collagen

intermingling is supported by fibril diameter (14,15) and

transparency (16) measurements. However, notably, the

existence of the theoretical anchoring fibrils has not been

confirmed.

A number of theoretical (17–19) and experimental

(18,20) studies have indicated that the collagen microstruc-

ture of the peripheral cornea plays an important role in stabi-

lizing corneal curvature, yet the important question of how

the predominantly i-s/n-t fibrils of the central stroma inte-

grate with the apparently circumferential limbal collagen

has not been adequately addressed. X-ray data are consistent

with a scheme in which fibrils change direction near

the corneal periphery (21,22), to run circumferentially

(Fig. 2 A). However, the amount of collagen x-ray scatter

increases with distance from the corneal center (22), raising

the possibility that the pseudoannulus could be formed

either by a separate population of straight (within the curved

plane of the cornea; Fig. 2 B) or curved (Fig. 2 C) lamellae

entering the cornea from the sclera at different angles, or
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alternatively by a discrete population of circular fibrils

(Fig. 2 D). Furthermore, Pinsky et al. (23) propounded an

alternative geometrical interpretation of the x-ray data based

on geodesics (Fig. 2 E), while circular light polarization

biomicroscopy (24) has inspired a further model in which

corneal fibrils follow confocal elliptic/hyperbolic paths

(Fig. 2 F). To address the uncertainty surrounding the inte-

gration of the corneal and limbal collagen, we carried out

a detailed study using a combination of conventional and

microfocus x-ray beam technology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue

Two left human corneas (1 and 2) with scleral rim were obtained from the

National Disease Research Interchange (Philadelphia, PA), and two right

specimens (3 and 4) from the Bristol Eye Bank, UK. The donor ages

were 71 years (Corneas 1 and 3), 98 years (Cornea 2), and 47 years (Cornea

4) and none had any previous history of corneal surgery or disease.

All specimens were wrapped in polyvinylidene chloride film (Clingfilm,

Superdrug Stores Plc., Croydon, UK) and stored frozen at �80�C. Immedi-

ately before x-ray experiments the specimens were thawed and the film

wrap retained for the duration of the experiments to prevent tissue

dehydration.

Microfocus wide-angle x-ray scattering

Wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) data were collected from Corneas 1

and 2 on beamline ID13 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(ESRF, Grenoble, France), using a microfocus x-ray beam (l ¼
0.098 nm) measuring 0.02 mm (Cornea 1) or 0.01 mm (Cornea 2) in diam-

eter. The film-wrapped specimens were placed separately inside sealed

sample holders bounded by two sheets of Mylar film (DuPont Teijin Films,

London, UK), with the anterior corneal surface facing the incident x-ray

beam and the superior corneal position uppermost. The holder clamped

the Clingfilm around the tissue, such that the Mylar windows were not in

contact with the wrapped specimen, allowing the cornea to retain its natural

curvature. An in-line microscope, calibrated with the x-ray beam position,

was used for initial sample alignment before x-ray exposure. For Cornea 1,

WAXS images were collected along the two principal cardinal and oblique

corneal meridians at intervals of 0.5 mm (central 7 mm) or 0.05 mm (7 mm

to scleral edge), as shown in Fig. 3 A. To verify the results, four principal

corneal semimeridians were examined in Cornea 2 (Fig. 3 B). X-ray

exposure time was 3 s (Cornea 1) or 0.5 s (Cornea 2). Exposure time for

Cornea 2 was reduced to avoid tissue damage when using a more finely

focused beam of the same energy. Precise vertical/horizontal specimen

translation between exposures was achieved using a computer-controlled

motor stage. The resulting WAXS images were recorded on a FReLoN

CCD detector (ESRF-ISG, Grenoble, France) placed ~20 cm behind the

specimen.

The corneal WAXS pattern (Fig. 3 C) contains a reflection deriving from

the regular lateral spacing (~1.6 nm in humans) of collagen molecules lying

near-axially within the stromal fibrils (6). The fibrils in a given lamella

scatter x-rays in a direction perpendicular to their long axes, forming two

symmetrical diffraction maxima on the detector. A line normal to that

joining the two maxima thereby indicates the fibril direction, whereas the

peak intensity is proportional to the number of fibrils aligned in that

direction. Hence, from the angular distribution of WAXS intensity, any

FIGURE 1 (A) Contour map of aligned collagen x-ray scatter (a.u.) from

a right human cornea. Superior, s, and nasal, n, positions are marked.

Broken line denotes the limbus. Note the skewed diamond shape of the

scatter contours, which displays mirror symmetry between the left and right

eyes. (B) Proposed model of collagen fibril arrangement to explain the

shape of the aligned scatter contours. The peripheral, oblique cornea is

reinforced by chords of anchoring collagen of scleral origin. Figure modi-

fied from Boote et al. (13).

FIGURE 2 Previous models to explain the integration of corneal and lim-

bal fibrils, based on data from (A–E) x-ray scattering and (F) circular polar-

ization biomicroscopy. (A) The orthogonal fibrils change direction to form

the limbal annulus. (B) A discrete population of straight, tangential scleral

fibrils forms the pseudoannulus. (C) Discrete, curved scleral fibrils form the

limbal annulus. (D) The limbal annulus is a separate population of circular

fibrils. (E) Linear belts of collagen (solid lines) run from limbus to limbus,

leading to a two-dimensional projection view (broken lines) characterized

by central orthogonal and peripheral annular fibrils. (F) Confocal elliptic/

hyperbolic model in which fibrils loop around nasal and temporal foci.

Redrawn from (A–D) Meek and Boote (21), (E) Pinsky et al. (23), and

(F) Misson (24).
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preferential fibril orientation may be detected, and the relative number of

fibrils oriented in any direction within the corneal plane quantified (5).

Intensity values were extracted using a combination of Optimas 6.5

(Media Cybernetics, Marlow, UK) and Excel (Microsoft, Reading, UK)

software. Data were normalized against fluctuations in incident beam

current using electronically recorded readings from an ion chamber placed

before the specimen. Scatter from air, Clingfilm, and other corneal compo-

nents other than fibrous collagen was removed by fitting and subtracting

a two-dimensional power law background function. Fig. 3 D shows the re-

sulting scatter intensity distribution, plotted as a function of angle around

the WAXS reflection. Intensity values were extracted to 256 equally

spaced bins, each representing an angular sector of 1.4�. The scatter

component from preferentially aligned fibrils (Fig. 3 D; clear region)

was isolated from that arising from the isotropically arranged collagen

(Fig. 3 D; shaded region) and the peak positions and peak scatter intensi-

ties measured to determine the preferred angle and relative number of

fibrils lying within a 1.4� sector of this angle, respectively. The relative

contribution of isotropic collagen was also calculated for a 1.4� sector.

This was repeated for all the sampling locations indicated in Fig. 3, A

and B, enabling us to monitor the size and direction of the two principal

fibril populations (centrally: i-s and n-t), and the contribution of isotropic

collagen, as a function of radial distance from the corneal center. We

thereby obtained quantitative information on the course of collagen fibrils

over the corneolimbal junction at a spatial resolution of 50 mm. The rela-

tive proportion of the two aligned fibril populations and the isotropic

collagen were calculated for the central cornea, inner limbal edge, and

limbal center by dividing the individual peak scatter values of each pop-

ulation by the total of all three. Peak scatter was calculated for the central

cornea as an average of values within the central 6 mm, whereas a 9-point

moving average algorithm was employed to extract representative values

from the higher spatially resolved peripheral data for the inner limbal

edge and limbal center.

Small-angle x-ray scattering

Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data were collected from Corneas 3

and 4 on beamline I22 at the Diamond Light Source (Didcot, UK), using

an x-ray beam (l ¼ 0.10 nm), measuring 0.2 mm in diameter. The use of

a conventional (rather than microfocus) beam enabled greater sampling/

averaging of the tissue at each datapoint, reducing signal noise for accurate

measurement of SAXS fibril transform peaks and therefore quantification

of fibril diameters, as described below. Corneal mounting followed that

described for WAXS experiments above. SAXS images resulting from

a beam exposure of 10 s were collected during radial scans along the

four principal corneal meridians at intervals of 0.5 mm from limbus to

limbus, as shown in Fig. 4 A. Specimen alignment was achieved by an

initial exposure of x-ray sensitive film placed in the specimen holder to

locate the incident beam position.

The equatorial (perpendicular to the fibril axis) corneal SAXS pattern

contains information about the average separation and diameter of collagen

fibrils within the volume of stroma traversed by the x-ray beam (6). The

intensity distribution, I(K), of the pattern is given by the product of scat-

tering from an individual fibril, termed the fibril transform F(K), and that

arising from the relative fibril positions, termed the interference function

G(K), plus an additional background of noncollagen scatter, B(K):

IðKÞ ¼ FðKÞGðKÞ þ BðKÞ: (1)

Here, K is the scattering vector, whose magnitude is defined in terms of the

x-ray wavelength, l, and scattering angle 2q:

K ¼ ð4p=lÞ sin q: (2)

From diffraction theory (25), and approximating collagen fibrils as infi-

nitely long cylinders, the fibril transform is related to the fibril radius, rf, by

F
�

Krf
�

¼
�

2 J1ðKrfÞ=Krf
�2
; (3)

where J1 is a Bessel function of the first order.

For each SAXS pattern (Fig. 4 B) a radial intensity profile (Fig. 4 C) was

extracted using a combination of Fit2d (ESRF) and Excel software. A

power-law background function, representing B(K), was then fitted

(Fig. 4 C) and subtracted using in-house software based on Python 2.6

(Python Software Foundation, Wolfeboro Falls, NH). The same program

was then used to fit a fibril transform function (Fig. 4 D), of the form of

Eq. 3. The average collagen fibril diameter, 2rf, was then calculated from

the first subsidiary maximum position of F(Krf) (Fig. 4 D; solid arrow),

which occurs at Krf ¼ 5.14 (6). In this region of the scattering pattern

(and at higher K) the contribution of G(K) is negligible (26), and it was

therefore ignored in the calculations. Calibration of K was achieved using

the 67 nm meridional reflection from a SAXS pattern of hydrated rat tail

tendon.

RESULTS

Preferential collagen fibril orientation across

the corneolimbal interface

Fibril angle

Along the vertical and horizontal corneal meridians, the two

principal aligned fibril populations remained largely orthog-

onal from central cornea to limbus (see Fig. 5, A and E, and

Fig. 6, A and E), with net rotation between corneal center

and limbal center, as an average of the 2 corneas, being 4�

for n-t and �1� for i-s fibrils. Exceptionally, in the case of

Cornea 1, a 22� rotation of i-s fibrils was observed as the

superior inner limbal edge was approached (Fig. 5 A).

FIGURE 3 (A and B) Scan lines on the two left human corneoscleral

buttons used for microfocus WAXS. Solid line: coarse sampling

(0.5 mm); broken line: fine sampling (0.05 mm). Shaded region denotes

the limbus. (C) WAXS pattern from the limbal region of Cornea 1, showing

the collagen intermolecular WAXS reflection centered at 1.6 nm. (D)

Normalized x-ray scatter from fibrillar collagen as a function of rotation

angle. Each of the 256 values in the distribution is extracted via a radial

integration of the (background-subtracted) collagen WAXS peak. The clear

region corresponds to preferentially aligned collagen, whereas the shaded

region corresponds to isotropic collagen.
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However, this rotation was reversed in the limbus itself, with

an orthogonal arrangement being restored at the limbal

center. In addition a �12� change in the direction of n-t

fibrils was noted in moving from corneal center to the

temporal limbal center (see Fig. 5 E). These two latter

observations are likely to be attributable to minor artifact

caused by inaccuracy in centering and/or aligning the rota-

tion of Cornea 1 before scanning, because they were not

observed in the fibril angle results from either Cornea 2

(see Fig. 6, A and E) or a third left human cornea subse-

quently examined (data not shown). In contrast to the

vertical and horizontal scans, when approaching the limbus

along the diagonal corneal meridians (see Fig. 5, C and G,

and Fig. 6, C and G), in most cases a gradual rotation of

both fibril populations was measured over the peripheral-

most 1–1.5 mm of the cornea. This rotation continued into

the limbus in some scans and, in every case, the two fibril

populations had coaligned tangential to the cornea on reach-

ing the limbal center. Net rotation for diagonal scans, as an

average of the two corneas, was �46� for n-t and 35� for i-s

fibrils. The abrupt coming together of data points for the

final ~0.5mm of the transition is because once peak separa-

tion became < 30�, the peaks were nonresolvable and

considered as a single, merged peak. This point was desig-

nated as coalignment of the two populations, and it was

assumed that the two aligned fibril populations made an

equal contribution to the merged peak in subsequent peak

intensity measurements.

Fibril number

Along the vertical corneal meridian (see Fig. 5 B and Fig. 6

B), scatter due to i-s fibrils remained essentially constant

across the central 5 mm of the cornea. In the final 2 mm of

the cornea up until the limbus, intensity either stayed the

same (Cornea 2) or increased slightly (Cornea 1). Over the

central 5 mm, n-t fibril peak scatter remained comparable

with the i-s population. However, in the final 2 mm of the

cornea before the limbus the n-t population began to domi-

nate and, at the limbal center, these fibrils out-numbered

the i-s population by a factor of 1.5 for Cornea 1 (Fig. 5 B

and Table 1). In Cornea 2 the preponderance of the n-t fibrils

in the corneal periphery was even greater, such that the i-s

fibril peak could not be detected past the inner limbal edge

(Fig. 6 B), at which point the relative proportions were

2.2:1 in favor of the n-t population (Table 1). Notably,

when traversing the corneolimbal interface along the hori-

zontal direction (see Fig. 5 F and Fig. 6 F) the reverse effect

was observed, in which the i-s fibrils began to dominate over

FIGURE 4 (A) Scan lines on the two right

human corneoscleral buttons used for SAXS. The

sampling interval was 0.5 mm and the shaded

region denotes the limbus. (B) SAXS pattern

from the center of Cornea 3. (C) Vertical intensity

profile, I(K), through pattern shown in B. The data

is folded about the pattern center. A background

function, B(K), is subtracted. The collagen inter-

ference function peak arising from the short-range

lateral order of the stromal fibrils can be clearly

seen. The region bounded by the rectangular box

is shown expanded in D. (D) A fibril transform

function, F(K), is fitted to the background-sub-

tracted data and the peak position (solid arrow)

calibrated to determine the average collagen fibril

diameter. The sharp third order collagen meridi-

onal peak (empty arrow) is visible merged into

the equatorial pattern, and may be ignored in fitting

the fibril transform.
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FIGURE 5 (A, C, E, andG) Preferential angle of (centrally) i-s and n-t aligned fibril populations, as a function of distance from corneal center for Cornea 1.

(B,D, F, andH) Peak x-ray scatter for aligned and isotropic fibril populations. The corneal, C, and limbal, L, regions are indicated. Insets in C depict line plots

representing the local direction of n-t (black line) and i-s (gray line) populations at four selected points along diagonal scan 2.

Biophysical Journal 101(1) 33–42
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the n-t population, again beginning 1–1.5mm from the

limbus, with their relative proportions being 6.3:1 for Cornea

1 and 4.1:1 for Cornea 2 at the limbal center (Table 1).

Although i-s fibrils dominated in the proximity of the limbus

for horizontal scans, a small increase in n-t fibrils was

observed in Cornea 1 (Fig. 5 F).

For diagonal scans, both i-s and n-t fibril populations

showed an increase in occupancy over the final 1 mm before

the limbus for Cornea 1 (see Fig. 5, D and H). In Cornea 2,

a similar increase in occupancy was measured over the same

region for either n-t (Fig. 6 D) or i-s (Fig. 6 H) fibrils, de-

pending on scan direction. In all diagonal scans this increase

continued at a similar rate up until the limbus, where it

began to rise more sharply across the limbus itself, likely

as a result of the gradual merging of the peaks as the two

populations coaligned along a direction tangential to the

limbus (Fig. 5, D and H, and Fig. 6, D and H).

In contrast to the case for aligned collagen, isotropic

scatter generally remained constant across the cornea,

increasing significantly only within the limbus itself

(Fig. 5, B, D, F, and H, and Fig. 6, B, D, F, and H). The

exceptions to this were for scan 3 of Cornea 1 (Fig. 5 F)

and scan 2 of Cornea 2 (Fig. 6 D). Notably, Cornea 2

featured a consistently higher proportion of isotropic

collagen compared to Cornea 1 in all examined locations,

this parameter measuring, on average, 63%, 61%, and

FIGURE 6 (A, C, E, and G) Preferential angle of

aligned fibril populations for Cornea 2. (B, D, F,

and H) Peak x-ray scatter for aligned and isotropic

fibril populations. The corneal, C, and limbal, L,

regions are indicated.
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20% higher in the central cornea, inner limbal edge and lim-

bal center, respectively (Table 1). It is possible that this

observation may be age-related, since the donor ages were

27 years apart. Although there is no documented evidence

to suggest that the preferential orientation of corneal

lamellae alters with age, it is conceivable that age-related

changes in stromal collagen packing at the intra- and inter-

fibrillar level (27) might impact on the overall intensity of

WAXS scatter observed between Corneas 1 and 2.

The distribution of collagen fibril diameters

from central cornea to limbus

Collagen fibril diameter from SAXS measurements is

plotted as a function of distance from the corneal center in

Fig. 7. Fibril diameter was observed to remain constant

within the central 6 mm of both Cornea 3 (Fig. 7 A) and

Cornea 4 (Fig. 7 B). The average diameter for the central

6 mm is given in Table 2. The larger central fibril diameter

for Cornea 3 is likely due to this specimen being from

a donor 23 years older than Cornea 4, as previous studies

have shown that the diameter of corneal collagen fibrils

increases with age (27).

Fibril diameter was observed to increase sharply outside

the central 6 mm in all scans (Fig. 7). To further test our

hypothesis that the peripheral human cornea and limbus is re-

inforced by (larger) collagen fibrils of scleral origin in the

manner shown in Fig. 1 B, we determined the distance

from the corneal center at which the increase in fibril diam-

eter became significant. This point of significant increase

was defined as the average distance (of the 2 points either

side of the center) at which the difference between individual

fibril diameter measurements and the average value for the

central 6 mm became >2 standard deviations of the latter.

These values are shown in Table 2, alongside the equivalent

values predicted by the theoretical model of Fig. 1 B.

DISCUSSION

A number of conventional x-ray scattering studies have

yielded information on the course of corneal and limbal

collagen (5). The finest spatial resolution obtained by these

methods was 0.2 mm (22). With the recent advent of micro-

beam x-ray technology, it has become possible to gain

a more detailed picture of tissue structure at resolutions in

the micron range, and in a preliminary study we obtained

x-ray data at 0.025 mm spatial intervals from the corneolim-

bal interface along 1 vertical and 1 oblique semimeridian of

a human eye (21). The current work expands considerably

on this by examining the corneolimbal interface along all

eight of the principal cardinal and oblique semimeridians,

quantifying the angle and relative proportions of the two

major aligned fibril populations, along with the contribution

of isotropic collagen. It should be noted that in this highly

simplified view of the cornea we do not consider the degree

of dispersion of fibrils around the preferred alignment

directions, which previous WAXS studies have shown to

vary with position in the peripheral cornea and limbus (5).

Moreover, we have not here quantified additional fibril
FIGURE 7 Average collagen fibril diameter as a function of distance

from the corneal center for (A) Cornea 3 and (B) Cornea 4.

TABLE 1 Relative proportion of fibrils occupying a 1.4� sector around the preferential alignment direction for aligned and isotropic,

iso, fibril populations at three locations

Scan - location on

limbus (Cornea #)

Relative proportions of fibril populations by location

Cornea (central 6mm) Inner limbal edge Limbal center

i-s n-t iso i-s n-t iso i-s n-t iso

1 - inf (1) – – – 0.36 0.48 0.16 0.34 0.50 0.16

- sup (1) 0.41 0.40 0.19 0.31 0.52 0.17 0.31 0.50 0.19

- sup (2) 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.21 0.47 0.32 y 0.78 0.22

2 - inf-nas (1) – – – 0.40 0.45 0.15 0.39* 0.39* 0.22

- sup-temp (1) 0.41 0.39 0.20 0.35 0.45 0.20 0.37* 0.37* 0.26

- sup-temp (2) 0.38 0.31 0.31 0.21 0.38 0.41 0.34* 0.34* 0.32

3 - nas (1) – – – 0.58 0.21 0.21 0.68 0.11 0.21

- temp (1) 0.39 0.45 0.16 0.52 0.23 0.25 0.70 0.11 0.19

- temp (2) 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.60 0.18 0.22 0.65 0.16 0.19

4 - sup-nas (1) – – – 0.43* 0.43* 0.14 0.37* 0.37* 0.25

- inf-temp (1) 0.39 0.41 0.20 0.47 0.41 0.12 0.45* 0.45* 0.10

- inf-temp (2) 0.35 0.36 0.29 0.43 0.38 0.19 0.39 0.39 0.22

* Indicates coalignment of i-s and n-t populations, where each population was assumed to contribute equally to the combined peak. y indicates peak was not
measurable due to low fibril occupancy.
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subpopulations in the peripheral cornea, the presence of

which are implied by the frequent presence of subpeaks in

the WAXS intensity distribution graphs recorded over the

corneolimbal transition zone. This effect may stem from

the extensive branching of lamellae in the peripheral cornea,

as indicated by scanning electron microscopy (28).

However, despite these limitations, the current study has

enabled us to gain new (to our knowledge) detailed, quanti-

tative information on the structure of the corneolimbal junc-

tion. The data indicate that, for a given specimen, the

manner of integration of the corneal and limbal fibrils is

not circularly symmetrical, but rather varies significantly

depending on the direction along which the limbus is ap-

proached. This may be an important factor governing the

corneal response to surgeries that involve peripheral inci-

sions, for example cataract operation. Specifically, in light

of the current data, it is interesting to note that astigmatic

changes resulting from perilimbal corneal incision vary in

magnitude depending on the circumferential location at

which the cut is made (29).

Although the corneolimbal junction is evidently a highly

complex structure, a number of general features may be in-

dentified from the current data. The reinforcement of the

vertical fibrils on approaching the nasal/temporal limbus,

along with an increase in horizontal fibrils with proximity

to the superior/inferior limbus, was a notable result of this

study. Taken together with the presence of tangential

collagen observed in all oblique limbal regions, these results

are consistent with the presence of a pseudoannulus of

collagen circumscribing the cornea, in agreement with

previous x-ray (9) and anatomical (11,30) evidence. The

question arises as to whether the limbal annulus is a discrete

population of fibrils, as shown in Fig. 2, B–D, or alterna-

tively arises solely from a realignment of the central orthog-

onal fibrils (Fig. 2 A), or is a combination of the two.

Although there is evidence of discrete annular structures

residing in the posterior stroma of the limbal region

(10,11), the gradual nature of the change in the preferred

angle of the i-s and n-t aligned fibrils along the diagonal

corneal meridians, such that they combine in a tangential

orientation, strongly indicates that at least a portion of the

central orthogonal fibrils must change direction somehow

to fuse with the limbal fibrils, since the angular change

would be expected to be considerably more abrupt if the

limbal annulus were a totally separate structure. Such

a continuous bulk change in fibril direction, which might

be achieved via the repeated splitting and fusing of lamellae

(28), would not, however, support the confocal elliptic/

hyperbolic scheme (Fig. 2 F) envisaged by Misson (24).

Pinsky et al. (23) propounded an alternative model of the

cornea to explain the results of conventional x-ray scattering

experiments, in which orthogonal linear belts of collagen run

uninterrupted from limbus to limbus, forming a geodesic

dome structure (Fig. 2 E). Although this model is entirely

consistent with a two-dimensional projected view of the

cornea (such as that provided by x-ray scattering) featuring

central orthogonal and peripheral circular fibrils, it appears

at odds with the concept of the two structures integrating

via the fusing/splitting of lamellae, as suggested by scanning

electron microscopy (28). Moreover, the geodesic model

cannot account for the reinforcement of the peripheral

collagen indicated by the current study. While, from the

current data, the central orthogonal and peripheral tangential

fibrils appear to fuse, the latter are clearly reinforced by addi-

tional collagen proximal to, and continuing into, the limbus.

Peak x-ray scatter from aligned collagen was observed to

increase some 2.5–3.5 mm from the corneal center, depend-

ing on direction, whereas the increase in scatter from

nonaligned collagen was mainly restricted to the limbus.

This suggests that the increase in peripheral corneal thick-

ness, which also commences some 2.5–3.5 mm from the

corneal center, and is also direction dependent in nature

(31), is inmajor part due to the presence of additional aligned

(as opposed to isotropic) collagen. In contrast, the present

results indicate that the further increase in stromal thickness

at the limbus (31,32) is likely due to a significant number of

additional lamellae equally disposed in all directions within

the corneal plane, along with a portion adopting a (mainly

tangential) preferred orientation.

From where might the additional aligned collagen that

reinforces the peripheral cornea and limbus originate? At

the limbus itself, a large proportion of the additional scatter

is likely to be attributable to additional tangential/circular

lamellae residing in the posterior stroma (10,11). However,

TABLE 2 Average fibril diameter (and standard deviation) across the central 6 mm, alongside the position of significant increase,

the average distance from the corneal center at which the observed increase in fibril diameter with proximity to the limbus became

significant

Scan (direction)

Avg. Fibril diameter (central

6 mm), nm Position of significant increase, mm

Cornea 3 Cornea 4 Cornea 3 Cornea 4 Avg. Model

1 (vert) 36.7(5 0.5) 34.4(5 0.6) 4.0 3.5 3.75(5 0.5) 3.5

2 (diag) 36.4(5 0.4) 33.9(5 0.5) 3.75 3.5 3.63(50.3) 3.25

3 (hor) 36.0(5 0.3) 34.2(5 0.4) 4.0 4.0 4.0(50.4) 4.5

4 (diag) 36.3(5 0.5) 33.9(5 0.4) 4.25 3.75 4.0(50.4) 4.0

Also shown is the position of significant increase value predicted by the model of Fig. 1 B, in which larger scleral fibrils are assumed to reinforce the periph-

eral oblique cornea. Note that the model predicts lower POSI values for scans 1 and 2 compared to 3 and 4, consistent with the current data.
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this does not explain the increase we observe as close as

2.5 mm from the corneal center. An interesting result of

the current study was that, in addition to the increase in

tangential collagen consistent with the presence of the

limbal annulus, in approaching the cardinal points of the

limbus, radial fibril scatter was also observed to increase

(e.g., vertical fibrils near the inferior/superior limbus of

Cornea 1). We also noted this effect in our preliminary

microfocus study (21). Given there is ample evidence from

fibril diameter (14,15) and transparency (16) measurements

that peripheral corneal collagen in the human eye intermin-

gles with the larger scleral fibrils, we propose that fibrils

originating in the sclera must enter and leave the peripheral

cornea without entering the central 6 mm. Moreover,

because additional radially aligned collagen appears to enter

at the cardinal points of the limbus, but does not continue into

the central 6 mm, this collagen must either terminate mid

cornea, or else follow a curved path, exiting the cornea at

another circumferential point. Microscopy has revealed

that a proportion of the anterior-most corneal lamellae termi-

nate by suturing into Bowman’s layer (33,34). However,

notably, previous x-ray scattering work has indicated that

the preferential orientation of lamellae within the corneal

plane is, in major part, restricted to the posterior one-third

of the stromal thickness (10,35), and it may therefore be

within the deeper layers of the peripheral cornea that the re-

inforcing collagen of possible scleral origin resides.

Previously, we obtained from conventional WAXS exper-

iments (12,13) complete contour maps of aligned collagen

scatter for human corneas, which indicated enhanced rein-

forcement of the oblique corneal periphery (Fig. 1 A), and

we speculated may relate to anchoring collagen of scleral

origin (Fig. 1 B). This scatter contour pattern was found to

be highly conserved in the human eye, and to show a high

degree of midline symmetry between fellow eyes (13), to

the extent that a cornea may be identified as left or right

by the shape of this pattern alone. If these anchoring scleral

fibrils exist, then we might expect this to be reflected in the

distribution of bulk-thickness fibril diameter from central

cornea to limbus. Specifically, with reference to Fig. 1 B,

we may expect the fibril diameter to begin to increase at

a point closer to the corneal center along the inferior/supe-

rior and inferotemporal/superonasal meridians compared

with the other directions. However, diameter measurements

so far have been restricted to either a single vertical scan

(15) or two orthogonal, cardinal scans through the cornea

(14). In the current study, we have obtained the missing ob-

lique information (Fig. 7), and reference to Table 2 shows

that the present data are indeed consistent with the model

of the right cornea shown in Fig. 1 B, i.e., point of significant

increase values for scans 1 and 2 were on average lower than

the equivalent values for scans 3 and 4. A schematic model

of the possible integration of the corneal, limbal, and scleral

fibrils in the right human eye, based on the results of the

current study, is shown in Fig. 8.

CONCLUSION

The results of this study show that the manner of integration

and reinforcement of the corneal and limbal collagen fibrils

of the human eye is not circularly symmetrical, but instead

varies markedly depending on the direction along which the

limbus is approached. Of importance, this implies that the

corneal biomechanical response to peripheral surgical

incisions may be different, depending on the location at

which the incision is made. This may relate to clinical obser-

vations reporting differences in the magnitude of corneal

astigmatism associated with different incision points (29).

Although x-ray scattering is a powerful technique for

obtaining quantitative structural information on corneoscl-

eral collagen, it should be remembered that all the conclu-

sions drawn in this work relate to bulk thickness data.

Although depth-profiled x-ray data can be obtained via

serial tissue sections (10,35), resolution in the stromal depth

plane is inevitably limited. The wide-field imaging tech-

niques, in particular second harmonic generation multi-

photon microscopy (10,33), continue to provide a visual

and, moreover, depth-resolved view of the corneal stroma,

complimentary to the quantitative x-ray measurements pre-

sented here. Together these techniques have the potential to

build a detailed picture of the human corneal stroma in three

dimensions.
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FIGURE 8 Schematic showing possible integration of the corneal, c, and

limbal, l, collagen fibrils in the right human eye, based on the current x-ray

data (superonasal quadrant shown). Centrally orthogonal fibrils change

direction in the peripheral cornea to fuse with the tangential fibrils of the

highly reinforced limbal annulus. Chords of larger anchoring fibrils, origi-

nating in the sclera, s, cross the oblique peripheral cornea.
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